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Why you should attend 
 

 The turmoil in the world is intense– with previously unimaginable events, 
leading to volatile stock markets, rapidly fluctuating oil prices and natural 
disasters of a scale previously thought unimaginable. 

 

 In this time of global uncertainty how do you steer a course through these 
difficult waters? The answer is to recognise that the only real link between all 
these events – is RISK – and then enhance mechanisms to anticipate, manage 
and control these issues on an enterprise-wide basis 

 
Attending this webinar will help you to 
 

 Implement 50 proven ways to improve your ERM process 

 Deliver an ERM process that is managed top-down rather than bottom-up 

 Directly link risk management with Strategy setting and deliver more informed 
decision-making 

 Identify over-managed as well as under-managed risks 

 Re-evaluate your attitude to and appetite for risk taking. 

 Determine a specific target for each risk 

 Transform risk management into an agent for positive business change.  
 

CPE credits  
 

 Participants will receive a certificate of attendance and will earn 2 CPE credits 
in the Auditing field of study. 

Phil Griffiths, FCA, is CEO and co-founder of Business Risk Management Ltd. 

He is internationally recognised for his expertise in the fields of Risk Management, 
Corporate Governance, Internal Audit and Fraud Prevention  
  
Phil has a highly successful track record in helping organisations across all sectors 
to implement improvement opportunities, and for driving positive change in fast-
changing businesses. 
 
He is recognised as an accomplished and charismatic facilitator, trainer and 
lecturer, and is in continual demand to speak at the most prestigious events across 
the globe. 


